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This article series[1-6] describes the development of a 25-kW EV charger based on SiC power modules and other 
power components from onsemi. Previous parts of this series have described the overall structure and 

specifications for this scalable, 25-kW fast dc charger design, and described the design of the hardware and 

control strategies for the two main power stages—the PFC stage and the dual active bridge dc-dc converter 
stage. At this point we are nearly done describing the design of the charger circuitry. However, one design 

consideration remains—the design of the auxiliary power supply.  

An auxiliary PSU is used to power the controllers, drivers, communications components, and sensors of the 

submodules, while taking its input power from the dc link voltage. That’s generally 400 V or 800 V based on the 
car maker’s choice of battery. While 400-V batteries are currently dominant in the EV market, the trend is 

toward use of the higher-voltage batteries. 

Nowadays, the shift from a 400-V dc-link voltage to an 800-V dc-link voltage in EV charging stations is 
extremely desirable to improve overall system efficiency. With higher dc-link voltage, the current required from 

the PFC stage is reduced, which allows us to use SiC MOSFETs with low current ratings. This helps in improving 

overall efficiency by increasing power density and reducing the system size.   

In addition, 800-V EV batteries have their own benefits. These batteries allow faster charging with lower current 

at higher voltages. For example, it would take an hour to charge a 60-kWh battery at 400 V with 150-A current. 

However, the same battery can be charged in 45 minutes at 800 V with 100-A current. Lower current values 
help in avoiding large conductors (wires) and heating issues, making the 800-V dc-link an attractive solution for 

EV charging solutions. 

With that in mind, the 25-kW fast dc charger solution from onsemi is designed in such a way that the auxiliary 
power supply (PSU) can be connected directly to the 800-V dc-link. In this case the auxiliary PSU must function 

at dc link voltage levels between 240 V and 900 V, which is required at system start up. As the PFC stage is 

powered on with a 400-V ac input, the dc link capacitors are charged first through the body diodes of the SiC 

MOSFETs and the dc link voltage reaches approximately 560 V. The auxiliary PSU starts up when the dc link 
voltage rises above 240 V. 

This article describes the design of an auxiliary PSU using a reference design that was developed for EV 

applications. The focus here is on designing a power supply that will work for an 800-V dc link using a design 
based on the SECO-HVDCDC1362-40W-GEVB reference design with 15-V/40-W continuous output power. A 

similar reference design, the SECO-HVDCDC1362-15W-GEVB could also be used if 15-V/15-W continuous 

output power was the design requirement. 

Auxiliary PSU Design  

Our company, onsemi, has released two solutions for high-voltage auxiliary power supplies for 800-V and 400-V 

battery-based BEVs and PHEVs and delivering 15 W or 40 W. While these PSU designs were developed for use 

on-board EVs, they also serve the needs of external equipment with a similar high-voltage dc bus, such as fast 
EV chargers. In this case, Automotive Electronics Council (AEC-Q) qualified parts can be replaced by non-AEC-Q 

qualified parts, which helps in reducing overall BOM cost. 

The SECO-HVDCDC1362-15W-GEVB[7](15-W solution) and the SECO-HVDCDC1362-40W-GEVB[8] (40-W 
solution) are two highly efficient high-voltage auxiliary power supplies for 400-V and 800-V battery-based 

electric vehicles and plug in hybrids (BEVs and PHEVs). The auxiliary power supplies are designed to provide a 

stable 15-V output with an output power of either 15 W or 40 W (depending on the SECO board) and can be 
connected to a dc link with a wide dc voltage range from 240 V to 900 V which makes the auxiliary power 
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supply suitable for 400-V and 800-V battery systems. Fig 1. shows connection of the SECO-HVDCDC1362-40W-
GEVB auxiliary PSU to the two main stages. 

 
Fig 1. The 25-kW fast dc charger block diagram with auxiliary PSU connections highlighted. 

The auxiliary power supplies are designed based on a flyback topology using a primary-side-regulated, quasi-
resonant (QR) flyback controller. One of the biggest advantages of using a primary-side-regulated flyback 

controller is that it requires no optocoupled feedback, which improves the reliability of the power supply.  

 
Fig 2. AUX PSU block diagram. 

The design consists of the NCP1362 quasi−resonant peak current primary-side regulator (PSR) flyback 

controller; the 1200-V, 160-mW NTHL160N120SC1 SiC MOSFET (three-lead, cost-optimized), and the 
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FFSPF1065A SiC diode. The SiC FET has an ultra-low gate capacitance of 34 nC, which helps in reducing high-
voltage transients and switching loss significantly. This helps in increasing the overall efficiency of the flyback 

stage and the power supply design. 

The NCP1362 controller is designed to drive SiC FETs directly at 12 V without the need of a pre-driver, 
simplifying the overall power supply design. While the NCP1362 output is unipolar from 0 V to 12 V, this is 

enough to drive the SiC FET without driving it to its maximum Vgs for turn-on/off. A 5-kW 160-V TVS diode is 

used in the design to provide a hard-clamp protection for the SiC MOSFET. Eliminating the pre-driver provides 

many advantages such as 

 Reduced component cost 

 Reduced overall BOM by eliminating pre-driver and passive components for the pre-driver 

 High stability due to fewer components and reduced parasitics 

 Increased efficiency 

 Simplified layout. 

 

The dc charging module design follows IEC61851-1 guidelines, and the flyback transformer complies with IEC 
61558-1 where the basic isolation for 1000-V working voltage needs to be 2.75 kVrms. The flyback transformer 

provides an isolation of 4 kV and is optimized to minimize the losses from the RCD snubber circuit. The RCD 

circuit helps in limiting voltage overshoots, transients and oscillations at high line voltages and provides a 
headroom of 100 V for the SiC FET.  

Fig 3. shows output load transient response from 10% to 100% and Fig 4. shows load transient from 100% to 

10% at 500-V dc input voltage. The absence of oscillations at voltage transitions demonstrates high stability. 

 

 
Fig 3. Load transients at 500 V from 10% to 100% output load power. 
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Fig 4. Load transients at 500 V from 100% to 10% output load power. 

The SECO-HVDCDC1362-40W-GEVB design with industrial-grade parts is used in three different places in the 
25-kW dc charging module because of its high-power capability. The first 40-W power supply is used in the PFC 

stage to power the SECO−LVDCDC3064−SIC−GEVB,[9]an isolated supply for gate drivers, providing the 

necessary stable voltage rails (-5 V and 20 V) as shown in Fig. 5, for efficient switching over a wide input 

voltage range.  

 
Fig 5. Use of the SECO-HVDCDC1362-40W-GEVB in the PFC stage. 
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The other two auxiliary PSUs are used in the dc-dc stage of the 25-kW platform power supply architecture as 
shown in Fig. 1. One is connected to the dc link and the other one is connected to the output as shown in Fig. 6. 

Doing this eliminates the need for an HV mechanical switch or relay. The Universal Controller Board (UCB) can 

deactivate the Aux PSU based on the selected dc-dc direction of operation as shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig 6. Use of the SECO-HVDCDC1362-40W-GEVB in the dc-dc stage. 

Conclusion 

The 800-V batteries and dc link systems are extremely desirable for the higher efficiency and faster charging 

time they enable for electric vehicles. While increasing the dc link voltage to 800-V helps in reducing the 
required current, it can be difficult to design an efficient auxiliary power supply that can be connected directly to 

800-V bus voltages. This article shed light on the design of a fully integrated 25-kW fast dc charger and two 

auxiliary power supply solutions that can be directly connected to an 800-V dc line to power the low-voltage 
components in a fast dc charging solution.   
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For further reading on designing EV chargers, see the How2Power Design Guide, locate the Application category 
and select “Automotive”. 
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